
 

50% discount on 3 session packages of Aqua 

Fairness Luxe, Everyday Radiance, Aqua Radiance, 

and Photofacial 

Get a 50% off on full-body and underarm laser 

Buy any 2 Pkgs of Laser hair reduction and get flat 

30% off 

For other services, buy a package at 20% off 

Products: 

Buy between Rs.1000-1500: 10% off 

Buy between Rs. 1501 & above20% off 

 

KEEPING YOUR BEAUTY RESOLUTIONS IN THE NEW YEAR JUST GOT 

EASY! 

Mumbai, January 1, 2014:  Come January and Kaya Skin Clinic will make it easier for you to stick to 

those skin-care resolutions. Whether it’s that hair-free skin, forever young look, blemish-free  skin or the 

flawlessly radiant face, whatever be your need, Kaya have something just for you, up for grabs, all of this 

month, at incredible discounts of up to 50%.  

Water, among the most abundantly available natural 
resources is increasingly being used as an active ingredient 
in beauty treatments. Its 3-step formula of effective 
cleansing, exfoliation and hydration enhances skin texture, 
leaving it youthful looking, smooth, even-toned, refreshed 
and healthy like never before. 
 
Playing on these fabulous benefits, Kaya offers its 
customers exclusive aqua services - Aqua Radiance and 

Aqua Fairness packages, at an exciting discount of 50%  

To maintain that smooth and hair-free skin not just in 

January but all through the year, come to Kaya and avail of 

a 50% off on full-body and underarm laser services 

package. 

Kaya’s Photo Facial service package – a youth renewal, skin tightening service that uses ND-Yag laser 

technology to stimulate the production of collagen in the skin is also available at a whopping 50% 

discount! 

Kaya’s beauty products have over the years generated immense buzz among women across all age 

groups owing to their efficacious results. The January promotion ensures that all you beauty aficionados 

out there, both expert and in-the-making, could fill your shopping baskets with all your favourite Kaya 

products through the incredible offers this season. 

That’s not all! Come to Kaya Skin Clinic, buy any of these packages in the month of January and get some 

skin-loving discounts which you can avail of anytime between February 1 and March 31, 2014.  

What are you waiting for? Rush to your nearest Kaya Skin Clinic or Kaya Skin Bar and love what you see! 


